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Abstract

This paper presents a more comprehensive analysis of errors in Chinese parsing, building on the
technique presented in Kummerfeld et al. (2012),
which characterized the error behavior of English
parsers by quantifying how often they make errors such as PP attachment and coordination scope.
To accommodate error classes that are absent in
English, we augment the system to recognize
Chinese-speciﬁc parse errors.1 We use the modiﬁed system to show the relative impact of different
error types across a range of Chinese parsers.
To understand the impact of tagging errors on
different error types, we performed a part-ofspeech ablation experiment, in which particular
confusions are introduced in isolation. By analyzing the distribution of errors in the system output
with and without gold part-of-speech tags, we are
able to isolate and quantify the error types that can
be resolved by improvements in tagging accuracy.
Our analysis shows that improvements in tagging accuracy can only address a subset of the challenges of Chinese syntax. Further improvement in
Chinese parsing performance will require research
addressing other challenges, in particular, determining coordination scope.

Aspects of Chinese syntax result in a distinctive mix of parsing challenges. However, the contribution of individual sources
of error to overall difﬁculty is not well understood. We conduct a comprehensive
automatic analysis of error types made by
Chinese parsers, covering a broad range of
error types for large sets of sentences, enabling the ﬁrst empirical ranking of Chinese error types by their performance impact. We also investigate which error types
are resolved by using gold part-of-speech
tags, showing that improving Chinese tagging only addresses certain error types,
leaving substantial outstanding challenges.
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Introduction

A decade of Chinese parsing research, enabled
by the Penn Chinese Treebank (PCTB; Xue et al.,
2005), has seen Chinese parsing performance improve from 76.7 F1 (Bikel and Chiang, 2000) to
84.1 F1 (Qian and Liu, 2012). While recent advances have focused on understanding and reducing the errors that occur in segmentation and partof-speech tagging (Qian and Liu, 2012; Jiang et al.,
2009; Forst and Fang, 2009), a range of substantial
issues remain that are purely syntactic.
Early work by Levy and Manning (2003) presented modiﬁcations to a parser motivated by a
manual investigation of parsing errors. They noted
substantial differences between Chinese and English parsing, attributing some of the differences to
treebank annotation decisions and others to meaningful differences in syntax. Based on this analysis
they considered how to modify their parser to capture the information necessary to model the syntax within the PCTB. However, their manual analysis was limited in scope, covering only part of
the parser output, and was unable to characterize
the relative impact of the issues they uncovered.
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Background

The closest previous work is the detailed manual
analysis performed by Levy and Manning (2003).
While their focus was on issues faced by their factored PCFG parser (Klein and Manning, 2003b),
the error types they identiﬁed are general issues
presented by Chinese syntax in the PCTB. They
presented several Chinese error types that are rare
or absent in English, including noun/verb ambiguity, NP-internal structure and coordination ambiguity due to pro-drop, suggesting that closing the
English-Chinese parsing gap demands techniques
1
The system described in this paper is available from
http://code.google.com/p/berkeley-parser-analyser/
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Error Type

beyond those currently used for English. However, as noted in their ﬁnal section, their manual
analysis of parse errors in 100 sentences only covered a portion of a single parser’s output, limiting
the conclusions they could reach regarding the distribution of errors in Chinese parsing.
2.1

NP-internal*
Coordination
Verb taking wrong args*
Unary
Modiﬁer Attachment
One Word Span
Different label
Unary A-over-A
Wrong sense/bad attach*
Noun boundary error*
VP Attachment
Clause Attachment
PP Attachment
Split Verb Compound*
Scope error*
NP Attachment
Other

Automatic Error Analysis

Our analysis builds on Kummerfeld et al.
(2012), which presented a system that automatically classiﬁes English parse errors using a two
stage process. First, the system ﬁnds the shortest
path from the system output to the gold annotations, where each step in the path is a tree transformation, ﬁxing at least one bracket error. Second,
each transformation step is classiﬁed into one of
several error types.
When directly applied to Chinese parser output,
the system placed over 27% of the errors in the
catch-all ‘Other’ type. Many of these errors clearly
fall into one of a small set of error types, motivating an adaptation to Chinese syntax.
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6019
2781
2310
2262
1900
1560
1418
1208
1018
685
626
542
514
232
143
109
3186

22.70%
10.49%
8.71%
8.53%
7.17%
5.88%
5.35%
4.56%
3.84%
2.58%
2.36%
2.04%
1.94%
0.88%
0.54%
0.41%
12.02%

Table 1: Errors made when parsing Chinese. Values are the
number of bracket errors attributed to that error type. The
values shown are for the Berkeley parser, evaluated on the
development set. * indicates error types that were added or
substantially changed as part of this work.

Adapting error analysis to Chinese

either new in this analysis, have had their deﬁnition
altered, or have an interesting distribution.2
In all of our results we follow Kummerfeld et al.
(2012), presenting the number of bracket errors
(missing or extra) attributed to each error type.
Bracket counts are more informative than a direct
count of each error type, because the impact on
EVALB F-score varies between errors, e.g. a single attachment error can cause 20 bracket errors,
while a unary error causes only one.
NP-internal. (Figure 1a). Unlike the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), the PCTB annotates some NP-internal structure. We assign this
error type when a transformation involves words
whose parts of speech in the gold tree are one of:
CC, CD, DEG, ETC, JJ, NN, NR, NT and OD.
We investigated the errors that fall into the NPinternal category and found that 49% of the errors
involved the creation or deletion of a single pretermianl phrasal bracket. These errors arise when
a parser proposes a tree in which POS tags (for instance, JJ or NN) occur as siblings of phrasal tags
(such as NP), a conﬁguration used by the PCTB
bracketing guidelines to indicate complementation
as opposed to adjunction (Xue et al., 2005).

To adapt the Kummerfeld et al. (2012) system to
Chinese, we developed a new version of the second
stage of the system, which assigns an error category to each tree transformation step.
To characterize the errors the original system
placed in the ‘Other’ category, we looked through
one hundred sentences, identifying error types
generated by Chinese syntax that the existing system did not account for. With these observations
we were able to implement new rules to catch the
previously missed cases, leading to the set shown
in Table 1. To ensure the accuracy of our classiﬁcations, we alternated between reﬁning the classiﬁcation code and looking at affected classiﬁcations to
identify issues. We also periodically changed the
sentences from the development set we manually
checked, to avoid over-ﬁtting.
Where necessary, we also expanded the information available during classiﬁcation. For example, we use the structure of the ﬁnal gold standard
tree when classifying errors that are a byproduct of
sense disambiguation errors.

4

Brackets % of total

Chinese parsing errors

Table 1 presents the errors made by the Berkeley
parser. Below we describe the error types that are

2
For an explanation of the English error types, see Kummerfeld et al. (2012).
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Verb taking wrong args. (Figure 1b). This
error type arises when a verb (e.g. 扭转 reverse)
is hypothesized to take an incorrect argument
(布什 Bush instead of 地位 position). Note that
this also covers some of the errors that Kummerfeld et al. (2012) classiﬁed as NP Attachment,
changing the distribution for that type.
Unary. For mis-application of unary rules we
separate out instances in which the two brackets in
the production have the the same label (A-over-A).
This cases is created when traces are eliminated, a
standard step in evaluation. More than a third of
unary errors made by the Berkeley parser are of the
A-over-A type. This can be attributed to two factors: (i) the PCTB annotates non-local dependencies using traces, and (ii) Chinese syntax generates
more traces than English syntax (Guo et al., 2007).
However, for parsers that do not return traces they
are a benign error.
Modiﬁer attachment. (Figure 1c). Incorrect
modiﬁer scope caused by modiﬁer phrase attachment level. This is less frequent in Chinese than
in English: while English VP modiﬁers occur in
pre- and post-verbal positions, Chinese only allows pre-verbal modiﬁcation.
Wrong sense/bad attach. (Figure 1d). This applies when the head word of a phrase receives the
wrong POS, leading to an attachment error. This
error type is common in Chinese because of POS
ﬂuidity, e.g. the well-known Chinese verb/noun
ambiguity often causes mis-attachments that are
classiﬁed as this error type.
In Figure 1d, the word 投资 invest has
both noun and verb senses. While the gold
standard interpretation is the relative clause
ﬁrms that Macau invests in, the parser returned an
NP interpretation Macau investment ﬁrms.
Noun boundary error. In this error type, a span
is moved to a position where the POS tags of its
new siblings all belong to the list of NP-internal
structure tags which we identiﬁed above, reﬂecting
the inclusion of additional material into an NP.
Split verb compound. The PCTB annotations recognize several Chinese verb compounding strategies, such as the serial verb construction (规划建设 plan [and] build) and the resultative construction (煮熟 cook [until] done), which
join a bare verb to another lexical item. We introduce an error type speciﬁc to Chinese, in which
such verb compounds are split, with the two halves
of the compound placed in different phrases.
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(d) Sense confusion
Figure 1: Prominent error types in Chinese parsing. The left
tree is the gold structure; the right is the parser hypothesis.

Scope error. These are cases in which a new
span must be added to more closely bind a modiﬁer
phrase (ADVP, ADJP, and PP).
PP attachment. This error type is rare in Chinese, as adjunct PPs are pre-verbal. It does occur near coordinated VPs, where ambiguity arises
about which of the conjuncts the PP has scope
over. Whether this particular case is PP attachment
or coordination is debatable; we follow Kummerfeld et al. (2012) and label it PP attachment.
4.1

Chinese-English comparison

It is difﬁcult to directly compare error analysis
results for Chinese and English parsing because
of substantial changes in the classiﬁcation method,
and differences in treebank annotations.
As described in the previous section, the set of
error categories considered for Chinese is very different to the set of categories for English. Even
for some of the categories that were not substantially changed, errors may be classiﬁed differently
because of cross-over between categories between
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System
Best
Berk-G
Berk-2
Berk-1
ZPAR
Bikel
Stan-F
Stan-P
Worst

F1
86.8
81.8
81.1
78.1
76.1
76.0
70.0

NP
Int.
1.54

Coord
1.25

Verb
Args
1.01

3.94

1.75

1.73

Mod. 1-Word Diff Wrong Noun
VP Clause
PP
Unary Attach Span Label Sense Edge Attach Attach Attach Other
0.76
0.72
0.21
0.30
0.05
0.21
0.26
0.22
0.18
1.87

1.48

1.68

1.06

1.02

0.88

0.55

0.50

0.44

0.44

4.11

Table 2: Error breakdown for the development set of PCTB 6. The area ﬁlled in for each bar indicates the average number of
bracket errors per sentence attributed to that error type, where an empty bar is no errors and a full bar has the value indicated in
the bottom row. The parsers are: the Berkeley parser with gold POS tags as input (Berk-G), the Berkeley product parser with
two grammars (Berk-2), the Berkeley parser (Berk-1), the parser of Zhang and Clark (2009) (ZPAR), the Bikel parser (Bikel),
the Stanford Factored parser (Stan-F), and the Stanford Unlexicalized PCFG parser (Stan-P).

two categories (e.g. between Verb taking wrong
args and NP Attachment).
Differences in treebank annotations also present
a challenge for cross-language error comparison.
The most common error type in Chinese, NPinternal structure, is rare in the results of Kummerfeld et al. (2012), but the datasets are not comparable because the PTB has very limited NP-internal
structure annotated. Further characterization of the
impact of annotation differences on errors is beyond the scope of this paper.
Three conclusions that can be made are that (i)
coordination is a major issue in both languages,
(ii) PP attachment is a much greater problem in
English, and (iii) a higher frequency of tracegenerating syntax in Chinese compared to English
poses substantial challenges.

5

on sense disambiguation, but performs slightly
worse on coordination.
The Berkeley product parser we include uses
only two grammars because we found, in contrast
to the English results (Petrov, 2010), that further
grammars provided limited beneﬁts. Comparing
the performance with the standard Berkeley parser
it seems that the diversity in the grammars only assists certain error types, with most of the improvement occurring in four of the categories, while
there is no improvement, or a slight decrease, in
ﬁve categories.

6

Tagging Error Impact

The challenge of accurate POS tagging in Chinese has been a major part of several recent papers
(Qian and Liu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2009; Forst and
Fang, 2009). The Berk-G row of Table 2 shows
the performance of the Berkeley parser when given
gold POS tags.5 While the F1 improvement is unsurprising, for the ﬁrst time we can clearly show
that the gains are only in a subset of the error types.
In particular, tagging improvement will not help
for two of the most signiﬁcant challenges: coordination scope errors, and verb argument selection.
To see which tagging confusions contribute to
which error reductions, we adapt the POS ablation
approach of Tse and Curran (2012). We consider
the POS tag pairs shown in Table 3. To isolate the
effects of each confusion we start from the gold
tags and introduce the output of the Stanford tagger whenever it returns one of the two tags being
considered.6 We then feed these “semi-gold” tags

Cross-parser analysis

The previous section described the error types
and their distribution for a single Chinese parser.
Here we conﬁrm that these are general trends, by
showing that the same pattern is observed for several different parsers on the PCTB 6 dev set.3
We include results for a transition-based parser
(ZPAR; Zhang and Clark, 2009), a split-merge
PCFG parser (Petrov et al., 2006; Petrov and Klein,
2007; Petrov, 2010), a lexicalized parser (Bikel
and Chiang, 2000), and a factored PCFG and dependency parser (Levy and Manning, 2003; Klein
and Manning, 2003a,b). 4
Comparing the two Stanford parsers in Table 2,
the factored model provides clear improvements

5

3

We used the Berkeley parser as it was the best of the
parsers we considered. Note that the Berkeley parser occasionally prunes all of the parses that use the gold POS tags,
and so returns the best available alternative. This leads to a
POS accuracy of 99.35%, which is still well above the parser’s
standard POS accuracy of 93.66%.
6
We introduce errors to gold tags, rather than removing er-

We use the standard data split suggested by the PCTB 6
ﬁle manifest. As a result, our results differ from those previously reported on other splits. All analysis is on the dev set,
to avoid revealing speciﬁc information about the test set.
4
These parsers represent a variety of parsing methods,
though exclude some recently developed parsers that are not
publicly available (Qian and Liu, 2012; Xiong et al., 2005).
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Confused tags
VV
NN
DEC DEG
JJ
NN
NR
NN

Errors
1055
526
297
320

∆ F1
-2.72
-1.72
-0.57
-0.05

author, the Capital Markets CRC under ARC Discovery grant DP1097291, and the NSF under grant
0643742.
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